
becoming extremely adventurous although a little wearing on the nerves.
Our position was now phenomenal, perched on a 3 ft wide sloping ledge
over 400 ft up with appalling belays and the prospect of more vertical
climbing on dubious rock ahead.

However inspection revealed that our efforts of the past few hours were
likely to be rewarded. Directly above our heads a shallow groove sliced
through the overhangs which were less imposing at this point. The lack of
belays made a fall particularly undesirable, but as Mike had not studied
them closely this did not really affect his attitude, as he swiftly crossed the
prominent quartz band girdling the cliff and made for the final
overhanging section. Again this did not present any real problems and 7+
hours after starting we stood triumphantly on the cliff top.

The light was fading fast and a sea mist moved stealthily in-peering
over the edge we saw a solitary sling left behind on the traverse hanging
dam ply in the gloom. Silently plodding across trackless fields we had plenty
of time to reconsider the day's activity. We had learnt a lot and been lucky
to succeed; but above all the possibilities of the N Cornwall coast had been
revealed.

An obsession had been born.

(First ascent of Bukator cliff, N Cornwall, on 5 May 1979 by M. Morrison
and M. Fowler)

The seventh grade In France

Jean-Pierre Bouvier

(Translation: E. H. Sondheimer)

(Since at present there is some confusion in published comments on free
climbing, it is interesting to know the views of one of the most
representative climbers of the new generation of 'aesthetes'. Jean-Pierre
Bouvier, 'the Fly' to his friends, offers us this clarification.)

Free climbing in France is a recent phenomenon, since one can say that it
saw the light of day in 1975, at the instigation of Jean-Claude Droyer. It
was he who at that time launched a movement which is growing strongly at
present and which applies to all types of rock in France.

The new technique involves a clear raising of the level of climbing.
Therefore it was felt necessary to introduce a s-eventh grade. A seventh
grade of which there has been much talk lately.

Some, after long theoretical discussions at meetings of mountaineers,
have agreed to the use of this legendary grade; others wanted to have done
with the seventh grade. But, curiously enough, few if any of these glib
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talkers have themselves done any climbing at this level!
Whilst, for much of human activity, one can say that action follows

thought, this is not so for the development of climbing which springs from
the direct and efficient action of the climbers.

One can therefore assert that in France at present the highest level of
rock-climbing lies in the region of the seventh grade, with all the
subdivisions in current use for the other levels of difficulty. With the grades
VIc (or VI + ), VIIa (or VII - ), VIIb (or VII), VIIc (or VII + ), one has
four distinct ways of defining today's extreme climbs. In some cases a climb
can lie between two gradings, and one then uses the following system: VIc
to VIIa (or VIe/VIIa), ete.

But what exactly is a seventh-degree pitch, or rather a climbing route at
that level? It can be one of two different things since, to obtain a climb of
this difficulty, one can on the one hand link together several VIc
movements without intermediate rest, obtaining thus a 'continuous VII',
and one can on the other hand surmount a pitch which is intrinsically
harder than a VIc, thus giving a short section at VII, leading to a 'boulder
pitch'. Overall one thus has two types of seventh-degree climb, the
'continuous' types and those giving 'bouldering problems'.

The continuous problems are in my view the more remarkable because
of the qualities of endurance and of concentration which they require. The
exposure of a climb is a very important factor which must be specified at the
time of the overall evaluation, without for this purpose making use of the
English system El, E2, E3, E4-, E5. It is enough at the start to convince
oneself that an 'ED' route is a serious matter where a fall can have grave
consequences. It is thus clear, following this definition, that 'ED' routes are
rare in France!

Seventh-degree climbing, which is often the free repetition of old, more
or less artificial, routes and is sometimes the opening of new lines, is an
activity which differs from traditional climbing practice.

The methods of approach are different and in some cases entirely new.
These routes require at present 'siege' or 'work' tactics. Work is identical
with that of gymnasts who repeat well-defined movements with the aim of
subsequently linking them together. As in bouldering one is here concerned
with 'rock gymnastics' or 'acrobatic climbing'.

Some people, by the way, like to condemn these new methods which
have nevertheless led to very clear progress. It is surprising that these siege
tactics which have for a long time been used on the Fontainebleau boulders
arouse criticism as soon as they are used on a rock face' In any case, I do
not see by what miracle a climber, when confronted with 'bouldering
problems' on a rock face, can overcome them 'on sight' and in traditional
style. So' If any climbers can help me to clear up this mystery, I am ready
to listen to them!

At present one may judge that routes at the VIc or VI + level are in most
cases climbed 'on sight', and that from VIIa or VII - upwards more or less
extensive 'work' methods are required-always assuming of course that the
climbers are very fit.

When all is said and done it is obvious that, if at the present time the best
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climbers 'work' at the problems in the YIIa, YIIb or YlIc grade, future
generations will likewise report such 'work' on climbs of the eighth grade,
whilst the seventh will be climbed 'on sight' or even 'solo'. And so the game
goes on.

I said earlier that climbing at the highest level differed somewhat in its
methods of approach from traditional climbing, and it is precisely about
these methods that I will now speak. One may consider that there are four
possibilities of tackling a given climb:

'On sight': a climb 'on sight' is one where the route is climbed at the first
attempt and without prior inspection of the ground. This is the best thing to
do in the case of extreme climbing, and this practice, which is still
uncommon in the seventh grade, requires a very well developed rock sense
as well as remarkable drive.
'Abseiling': whether for inspection or for equipping the route, abseils are
sometimes very useful to mark out the ground in very exposed climbs.
They must not be overdone, but criticism of this method is not acceptable
unless the critic is in a position to do better and can prove it!
'The yo-yo ': this amusing expression means quite simply that the climber
starts again from the ground or from a natural resting place, leaving his
rope clipped into the highest anchor point previously reached. This method
enables linked movements to be carried out without worrying about belays
or exposure. It must not be confused with climbing down, where only the
rock is used, whereas in the case of a 'yo-yo' the climber lowers himself
suspended on the rope.
'Resting-place': this allows a continuous climb to be interrupted and is
necessary after a fall-something apparently not obvious to all.

All these techniques allow a climber to ascend a r.oute in good style, that
is to say, leading and using belays. The honesty of the climbers is directly
involved in the case of a free climb, j.md let us hope that everyone will have
the courage to be accurate in his description of the facts.

To those who are still not convinced it must be said that, in spite of all
this 'circus', the achievements remain exceptional and that, in the most
extreme cases, concentration, determination, fitness and good technique
are 'all needed for success.

Of course, in the case of extreme climbing the results are directly related
to training which, with experience, gets better and better adapted to the
requirements of modern climbs.

As far as physical training is concerned there are no miraculous
solutions. Exercises should be varied (press-ups, limbering-up exercises,
traverses on walls, walking), and above all one should regularly practise
climbing in an intelligent fashion, without training to excess. The
concentration needed to succeed on certain continuous routes can be
acquired, more or less, in practising complicated traverses on boulders or
walls: one must be able to carry out one extreme movement after another,
and, very often, the success of the first movements determines the success
of the rest of the climb. A good training allows the climber to achieve the
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same results on strange ground as on his home ground-a rare thing these
days!

To finish, I suggest below a list of routes which I have climbed on various
major cliffs in our colJntry and which mostly belong to the seventh grade.
These climbs stand out both because of their difficulty and because of their
aesthetic quality, a few of them are classic: some have not been repeated to
this day. The possibilities are still immense and one is already thinking of
the eighth grade!

Mortain Antipode-VIIa (b)
Clecy Les chemins du futur- ED VIIa/b (b); Phebe-VIIa (b)
Saffres Terray Nouvelle-VIclVIIa (c); Boulevard aMathieu-VIIb (c);
Kir-VIIa (b + c); Breakfast-VIIa (c)
Cormot Petit Zig-VIIa (c)
Saussois (rochers duparc) ]oe S garage Act I-VIIa (b + c); Courte Paille
VIclVIIa (b); Etouffoir bourgeois-VIIa (b + c); Menace des Vikings
VIeNIIa (c)
Saussois West-VIIa (c); Sans Nom-VIclVIIa (b); L'amour-VIc/VIIa
(b); Cassandre-VIclVIIa (b + c); Dudule-VIIa (b); L'ange-VIIb (c);
Super Eehelle-VIIa (b + c); Eehelle-VI.clVIIa (b); Toit du Fix-VIIa
(b); Chimpanzodrome-VIe/VIIa (b + c)
Surgy Saint esprit (2elongeur)-VIIa (b); Super Donjon-VIe/VIIa (c)
Martinswand Salope-VIe/VIIa (b); Sehizophrenie-VIIa (b); Extreme
Onetion-VIIa (b)
Buoux Bouclier ou Rage du Forgeron-VIIa (b); Marine-VIIa/b (b + c);
Gougousse-VIIb (b + c); Pilier des fourmis-VIIa (b)
Sainte Victoire Barnet-VIIa (c); Super Medius-VIe/VIIa (b); Medius
VIIb/e (b + c)
Baou de Saint-jeannet Niagara-VIIa (b); Plantation-VIclVIIa (c);
Cesame - VIIa (b); Faseination-VIIa/b (b + c)
Presles Piri-VIIa(e)

b-bouldering problem

e-eontinuous

This article which appeared originally in Montagnes Magazine No 30 IS

reproduced by kind permission of the Editor.
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